
Product & Pricing Data 
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The UK’s leading specialist in product and pricing data 
for the MEP sectors

TRANSFORMING THE WAY THE WORLD WORKS



   Data sourced directly from manufacturers

   Aggregated, checked & validated

   Consistent format

   Fully indexed by manufacturer, product range & commodity

   Over 1 million current product lines and 750 manufacturers

   Choice of good value standard or powerful bespoke database

   Weekly updates

TRANSFORMING THE WAY THE WORLD WORKS

1.  Search by manufacturer’s 
 catalogue number or keyword

2. Search by product range

3.  Industry standard 
installation time

4. Unit of Measure

5. Manufacturer’s trade price(s)

6. Product description

7.  Manufacturer’s 
catalogue  number

8. Search by product category

Manufacturer’s trade price(s)
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   Comprehensive Coverage & a Choice of Databases

   A choice of Electrical, Mechanical or Combined databases is available to suit business needs

   IT & security product data also available

   Databases for procurement contain a wide range of tools, fixings and consumables in addition to installation products

   Electrical database available for Republic of Ireland

   Extensive MEP database covering products available in Middle East Gulf States

Accurate, reliable and comprehensive product and price data for use in estimating, 

procurement, contract management, service and maintenance systems and on-site is the 

key to profitable contracting and realising the benefit of your IT investment.

   Luckins Product & Price Data for Estimating, 
Procurement & Business Systems

Luckins data offers reliable, accurate and comprehensive catalogues of 
product and price data, which have been an essential part of contractors’ 
business processes for 50 years.



  Enriched Product Data 
Using Luckins data in an estimating or business system also comes with the benefit of access to rich product data 
held in LuckinsLive.  Product images, catalogue pages and technical data sheets can be viewed quickly and easily from 
within the estimating system.

In-House Database Maintenance

  Data from many sources

  Data in multiple formats

  Need to chase suppliers

  Data not checked

  Data not indexed

  No single unique product code

Luckins Data

  Data from a single source

  Data in consistent format

  Data updated regularly

  Data checked & verified

  Data fully indexed for easy look-up

  Industry standard unique TSI Code

A Luckins data licence also gives you the ability to register and see rich product data and price data 
directly on LuckinsLive – an invaluable additional asset for material sourcing and price checking.

  Comparison 

   System Compatibility
Luckins data can be used in conjunction with the Trimble MEP range of 
specialist MEP contractors’ software and with selected third party systems.
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  Installation Times
The Luckins operative-hour installation times have been developed with input from 
manufacturers, contractors and independent specialists.  Installation times are included 
in the Luckins contractors’ databases and are also available in two handy paperback 
publications.

  Price Data on LuckinsLive
A subscription to view manufacturers’ trade prices on LuckinsLive, is the ideal reference 
for rapid price and invoice checking.

  The Complete Service

Luckins data is available in a range of standard databases but most of the larger and more specialised 
contractors choose a bespoke database tailored to their precise business requirements.

A bespoke database may contain suppliers chosen from the central Luckins database plus additional suppliers if 
required sourced on request by the customer.

In addition, a range of additional services is offered including discount/net price upload and management of 
customers’ estimating databases.
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   Electronic Trading & Data Exchange
Luckins data is widely used by wholesalers and distributors as the basis for their ERP systems and e-commerce 
websites.  Many of these can output customer-specific discount and net price data linked to the Luckins TSI code 
in a format suitable for uploading into Trimble MEP’s estimating and procurement software.

Luckins’ unique item identifier, the TSI Code, is the ideal tool to synchronise sales discounts and net prices with 
your suppliers leading to huge savings in system set up and maintenance.  Using Luckins data as the basis for 
data exchange and e-trading ensures that both parties are using consistent current data, minimising errors and 
invoice queries and reducing transaction costs throughout the supply chain.

  The TSI Code
Every item in the Luckins database is identified by a unique numeric code, the TSI Code, 
enabling quick and accurate data loading and synchronisation with customers’ systems.  The 
TSI Code is never re-used and can be safely used to identify products long after obsolescence.


